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Abstract 
Some open problems in vector Pad6 approximation are stated, and some recent de Montessus-type theorems 
governing convergence of rows of the vector Pad6 table are contrasted. We show how these results indicate when it is 
more appropriate to use generalised inverse vector Pad6 approximants or their hybridised form. We show how 
a straightforward analogue of the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm ay be used to calculate generalised inverse vector Pad6 
approximants. This algorithm isapplied to the derivation of a new low-order hybrid vector approximant. Related results 
include the case of a row convergence theorem for a complex-valued power series using a Clifford inverse instead of the 
Moor~Penrose inverse. 
Keywords: Vector Pad6 approximant; Vector-valued power series; de Montessus theorem; Vector epsilon algorithm; 
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1. Introduction 
Given a vector of formal power series 
f(z) := (/1 (z),/2(z), . . . ,  fa(z)), 
a vector Pad6 approximant R(z) for f (z)  is a d-component vector of rational functions: 
R (z) = ( R l (z), R 2 (z), . . . ,  R , (z ) ) .  
The MacLaurin series of each component of R(z) is required to match those off(z) to given order in 
the sense that 
f(z) = Ri(z) + O(z"~+l), i = 1,2, ... ,d. 
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The rational functions Ri(z) are required to share a common denominator polynomial in all the 
categories of vector Pad6 approximants in general use. Also, in the scalar case with d = 1, R1 (z) is 
always required to be the ordinary Pad6 approximant of equivalent type for fl(z). 
Vector Pad6 approximants are usually classified into two categories. In one category of Pad6 
approximation, often called simultaneous Pad6 approximation [1, 4], the degrees of the numerator 
polynomials of Ri(z) are allowed to be different from each other, and the orders of approximation 
ni are also allowed to be different from each other. 
In this paper, we are concerned with the other category, in which vector inverses are directly 
or indirectly involved. All the orders of correspondence n~ = n, so that n is the common value of the 
accuracy-through-order. To introduce these approximants, we start with the vector-valued corres- 
ponding continued fractions first introduced by Wynn [35, 36]. Typically, these fractions take the 
form 
1 z z z 
r(z) = b-~o + hi  -~- b 2 ~- b 3 AF "'" (1.1) 
with b~ C d and z s C. The convergents of these fractions are called (generalised inverse) vector 
Pad6 approximants when they are interpreted and evaluated using Moore-Penrose generalised 
inverses. For a vector u s C a, this inverse defined by u- 1 := u*/I u[ 2, see (1.14). The associated vector 
Pad6 approximants ypically take the form 
R (z) = P(z)/Q (z), (1.2) 
where P(z) is a vector numerator polynomial of degree n at most and Q(z) is a scalar denominator 
polynomial of even degree 2k precisely [12]. For example the convergents of (1.1) are the vector 
Pad6 approximants of types [o], [½], [2], [¼], [4], . . . .  By taking z = 1, the approximant of type 
[n/2k] is related to entries in the vector epsilon table [12] by 
R(1) = E(2nk -2k), n = 2k, 2k + 1, . . . .  (1.3) 
In this paper, we include several new results within a survey of the more significant results in 
vector-valued Pad6 approximation, but mostly without proofs of results already published. We 
state a number of open problems and conjectures where there are obvious gaps in the theoretical 
development. 
We will complete Section 1 with an account of how a particular Clifford algebra provides 
a useful matrix representation f a vector-valued power series (with real or complex coefficient 
vectors). Then we briefly introduce the axioms for vector Pad6 approximants. 
In Section 2, we see how integral representations of the denominator polynomials shed light on 
the characteristic properties of vector accelerators based on vector Pad6 approximants and hybrid 
vector Pad6 approximants. We quote the Graves-Morris-Saff [19] row convergence theorem in 
the important case which governs the convergence expected from the numerical application of the 
vector epsilon algorithm to the acceleration ofconvergence ofa given sequence of real vectors. We 
state the Graves-Morris-Van Iseghem [21] row convergence theorem which governs the conver- 
gence expected from the numerical application of the vector epsilon algorithm to the acceleration 
of convergence of a given sequence of real vectors. Then we state another Graves-Morris-Van 
Iseghem [21] row convergence theorem which governs the convergence achieved using hybrid 
vector Pad6 approximants for real-valued power series. 
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In Section 3, we briefly introduce matrix Pad6 approximation i  a way suitable for application to 
power series whose coefficients are the matrix images of vectors. Then we discuss the Be- 
rlekamp-Massey algorithm and show how it is applied in the vector case. It unifies several different 
approaches to vector Pad6 approximation, because the three-term recursion relations arise in the 
context of sequential error elimination (as in (3.27)-(3.30)), in the Euler equations for (1.1) and in 
Frobenius identities (3.45), (3.46) and because of the connection between the Berlekamp-Massey 
and qd algorithms. The leading error coefficients to be eliminated are shown to be simple 
designants. 
In Section 4, we review the explicit formulas for the denominator polynomials of In/l] 
and I-n/2] type hybrid vector Pad6 approximants, and we make a related conjecture about 
their connection to operator Pad6 approximants. Roberts' [29] analogue of de Montessus' 
theorem is included as an example of a strong result obtained using the Clifford inverse rather 
than the Moore-Penrose inverse for complex-valued (rather than real-valued) vector power 
series. 
The usual starting point for discussion of vector Pad6 approximation is the power series 
f ( z )  = Co + c l z  + c2z 2 + ""  ci Zi "~- " " ,  Cl ~ C d (1.4) 
and then the fraction (1.1) formally corresponds tof(z) in the sense that F(z )  has the expansion in 
(1.4), order by order, as its MacLaurin expansion. A reformulation ofWynn's approach was given 
by McLeod [24], who established an isomorphism between the vectors ci (1.4) and matrices ci ~ d 
where ~¢ is a real Clifford algebra. Corresponding to (1.4), we define 
f ( z )  = co + CiZ + C2Z 2+ ... + c~z i+  ... (1.5) 
d is generated by N elements {Ei}~v= 1 which obey the anti-commutation relations 
EiEj  + EjEi  = 26ijEo, i , j  = 1, 2, ... ,N, (1.6) 
where Eo is the identity element, also denoted by I. For N > 1, the real linear space span- 
ned by 
~:= {Eo; El, E2, ... ,EN; E1E2,E1E3,  ... ,EN-1EN;  E IE2E3,  ... ; ... ; E1E2 "" EN} 
is a real, associative and noncommutative algebra. 
McLeod specified a Clifford algebra ~' in terms of a matrix representation f dimension v = 2 N 
along the following lines [,18, 24-1, using sequential block decomposition. Begin with 
o I  17, 
where I denotes a block unit matrix, and 
E j := . )  , j=2 ,3 , . . . ,N .  (1.8) 
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are defined by 
(1.9) 
For k = 2, 3, . . . ,  N and i = k, k + 1, . . . ,  N, square matrices X! k) of dimension 2 N-k+ 1 
or recursively by 
O __j j = k + 1, k + 2, N, (1.10) x~k):= X)  k+l ,  0 ' " ' "  ' 
or ultimately by 
Xtum := I~ -~1"  (1.11) 
We note that (1.9)-(1.11) imply that 
x(k)'v'~k) ~(-tk)~r(k) 2Ifjk, 2 ~< k ~<j ~< N, (1.12) k /x j  "Jr- -~3 .-Xk 
and property (1.6) is readily established. 
The subalgebra, consisting of elements of the form 21, where 2 is a scalar, is called 90. 
Next, we suppose that we are given a vector w e C a defined by 
1~ = (W1,  W2,  . . .  , Wd). (1.13) 
Its Moore-Penrose inverse is 
W* 
w- 1 .= (1.14) 
" Ilwll 2' 
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate, and 
I lw l l :=  Iwil 2 (1.15) 
i=1  
Using (1.7)-(1.11), we take N = 2d + 1 and we define 
J := EN. (1.16) 
Define also 
Bi: = El,  Ci: = JEa+i ,  i = 1, 2, ... ,d. (1.17) 
By expressing the vector w = (x + iy)eC d in terms of its real and imaginary parts x = 
(x l , x 2 , . . . ,  Xd), y = (Yl, Y2, .--, Ya) ~ ~d, we associate 
d d 
w:= Z x,B,+ Z y,C,. (1.18) 
i=1  i=1 
Let ~ denote the subspace of d formed by elements of the form (1.18). The corresponding 
associate of w* is 
d d 
w:= Z x iB , -  ~, y iC i ,  (1.19) 
i=1  i= l  
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and we find that 
w#= I i=1 ~ (x2 + YZ)lI = llw'121" (1.20) 
Thus we have an elementary isomorphism between 
(I) the linear space C d with representative element w given by (1.13) and its norm by (1.15) and 
(II) the linear space ~ with representative element w given by (1.18) and its modulus by 
I w l '=  bl w II. From (1.20), we see that 
w -1 - (1.21) 
Iwl 2'  
and hence the inverses of elements in ~ lie in ~ and correspond to Moore-Penrose inverses in C d. 
We use the tilde operation introduced in (1.19) for the reverse automorphism (reversion) of the 
algebra d .  We define 
E-jiIEj~-... Ej, := Ei, Eik_ ~ ... E~, (1.22) 
with its natural extension to all elements of d .  In fact, with the representation (1.7)-(1.11), the tilde 
operation is effected by matrix transposition. 
The framework described above in terms of Eqs. (1.4)-(1.22) shows how the matrix-valued power 
series (1.5) is associated with the vector-valued power series (1.4), and how reciprocation of the 
various coefficients i  defined compatibly. We resume this theme in Section 3, where algorithms and 
identities for these matrix-valued power series are reviewed. 
Many of the properties of vector-valued Pad6 approximants can be derived from an explicit 
representation f their denominator polynomials, and this is done in the next section. We conclude 
this section with a brief derivation of the standard determinantal formula [13, 17] for the 
denominator of the generalised inverse vector Pad6 approximate. 
A generalised inverse vector-valued Pad6 approximant of type [n/2k] for the given power series 
(1.4) is the rational function 
R(z) = P(z)/Q(z) 
defined uniquely by the axiomatic requirements that P(z) is a vector polynomial and Q(z) is a scalar 
polynomial satisfying 
(i) deg{P(z)} ~< n, deg{Q(z)} = 2k, 
(ii) Q(z)IP(z). P* (z), 
(iii) Q(z)f(z) - P(z) = O(z "+ x), 
(iv) Q(0) ~- 0. 
Questions of existence, uniqueness and degeneracy of the approximants are addressed in [17], as 
well as the definition of vector-Pad6 forms in which requirement (iv) is dropped. 
We define the nth MacLaurin section off(z) by 
V,(z) := [f(z)]~. 
Then, e.g., axiom (iii) implies that 
P(z) = [f(x)O(z)]~ = [F,(z)Q(z)]~. (1.23) 
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Axioms (i) and (ii) imply that P(z) .P*(z) /Q(z)  is a polynomial of degree 2n - 2k at most, and 
hence that 
[P(z)" P*(z)lQ(z)]2nn-+12k + l = 0. 
We define 
tg(z) = (P*(z) - F*(z)Q(z)) .  (P(z) - F,(z)Q(z)).  (1.24) 
From axioms (iii) and (iv), it follows that 
O(z)/Q(z) = O(z  2" + 2), 
which directly implies that 
[o (z)/Q(z)] I."-+ +,  = 0,  
and from (1.24) we obtain 
[ - F* (z ) .P (z )  - F , ( z ) .P* (z )  + Q(z )F , (z ) .F* (z ) ]  2"+x2._2k+ x -- 0. (1.25) 
Bearing (1.23) in mind, we see that (1.25) represents 2k + 1 linear equations for the unknowns 
Q0, Q1, . . . ,  Qzk of Q(z) 2k " -~ ~i=o Q i ZZ. The coefficient of Qi-  l in thejth equation of (1.25) turns out to 
be Mig, (i, j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  2k + 1), where 
j--i--1 
= * 1 ~< i < j  ~< 2k + 1, (1.26a) mi j  2 Cl+i+n-2k°Cj - l+n-2k - l '  
/=0 
Mi j=- -M i i ,  l~<j<i~<2k+l ,  (1.26b) 
M,=O,  i=1 ,2 , . . . ,2k+1.  (1.26c) 
We can then solve the (consistent) linear system (1.25) by Cramer's rule and obtain 
QE"I2k](z) = 
0 M12 Mx3 -.. 
M21 0 M23 "" 
MEk, 1 M2k,2 M2k,3 "'" 
z2k z2k-  1 z2k-  2 ... 
M1,2k+l 
M2,2k+ 1 
M 2k, 2k + 1 
1 
which satisfies which therefore leads to an approximant the axioms (i)-(iv) 
QE"/2kI(0) ~ 0 and deg{Qt"/ZkJ(z)} = 2k. 
(1.27) 
provided, e.g., 
2. Denominator polynomials, hybridisation and convergence theorems 
The determinantal formula (1.27) provides a useful encapsulation and visualisation of the 
principal properties of the denominator polynomial QE"/2kl(z). Practical numerical methods depend 
on useful recursions among neighbouring Qt"/2kl(z) in the vector Pad6 table, whereas the theorems 
justifying these methods are proved using integral representations. 
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Derivation of the integral representations is best started with Cauchy's formula 
1 fcXJ, i(x)dx ' (2.1) Cj ~ ~l~i 
where C is the appropriate contour enclosing x = 0 [21]. We use a dot to denote the scalar product 
a. b = Y~ai= 1 aibi for a, b ~ C d. It is convenient to define 
1 x n e(x) := ~-~ - - i f (x)  (2.2) 
for use in Cauchy integrals. 
The functional complex conjugate of a function ~k(z) having a MacLaurin expansion 
(z )  = 
is 
i=o  
:= y. 
i=0  
If @(z) = ¢*(z), so that the @i are real, f(z) is said to be a real symmetric function [34]. We also use 
a star product, which is a symmetrised scalar product, defined by 
f (x) . f ( y) := ½( f (x) . f * (  y) + f*(x),  f (y )). (2.3) 
From (1.25), and using the contour integral representation (2.1), we obtain 
(1 )2 ;C  fC J- i~ 1 = X - l - i -n+2k-  ly - j+ l -n+2kf (x ) . f * (y )dx  dy 
MiJ ~gi 2 1 l= 
=fc  fc (xy)2k+lx- iy- J - -x- Jy- i  
2 , x- -y  
~ , x - -y  
e(x). e*(y) dx dy 
e(x) * e( y) dx dy 
1 x - iy  - j  
where the contours C1, C2 are taken to lie inside, outside C, respectively, and then the limit 
C1, C2 ~ C is taken, so that the x-integral over C in (2.4) is to be understood as a principal value 
integral. 
An alternative to (2.1) is to use the less explicit representation 
ci = fxi -~dp(x) ,  i ~> O, (2.5) 
3 
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where z := n - 2k + 1, which is an application of the umbral calculus. For present purposes, in 
which only a finite number 09 of moments {c~}~'=-o x need to be represented in the umbral form (2.5), 
a suitable distribution function may be constructed in principle as a linear combination of Dirac 
distributions centred on x = 1, 2, . . . ,  09: 
d#(x) := ~ ? j f (x - j )dx  
j= l  
because ach of the components (?j)t, l = 1, 2 . . . .  , d of ~j, j = 1, 2, . . . ,  09 can be found by solving 
the Vandermonde linear system 
(c,)~ = ~ (~j)j'-~, i=0 ,1 , . . . ,09 -1 .  
j= l  
Following the derivation of (2.4), we find that 
M,j  = x ~ + i - ,  y j -  z - 2 d#(x) • d#* (y) 
(2.6) 
= 2P-  '-' '- llX  ' -  ' d , (x ) ,  d,(y), 
j j  x-y  
where P denotes that the integrand is to be symmetrised by interchange of x, y and normalised, 
similarly to the treatment of the principal value integral. 
We apply Cayley's theorem [6] to the bordered anti-symmetric determinant (1.27). To express 
the theorem, we introduce the notation X\~;j to denote the matrix formed by deletion of row i and 
column j of a given matrix X, and deletion of extra rows and columns is denoted similarly. We 
introduce the auxiliary anti-symmetric determinant 
Z := 
0 M12 "'" M1,2k+1 Z 2k 
ME1 0 ... M2,2k+ 1 z 2k-1 
MEk+l ,1  M2k+l ,2  "'" 0 1 
_ z2k _ z2k-1 . . . .  1 0 
From Cayley's theorem, we have 
Q (z) = Pf(Z) x Pf(Z\2k + 1,2k + 2, 2k + 1,2k + 2). 
(2.7) 
Here, Pf(Z) denotes the Pfaffian of the anti-symmetric matrix Z. It is well known that the 
determinant of an anti-symmetric matrix A of odd order is zero, whereas det A = Pf(A) 2, where 
A is of even order 2k. Pf(A) is a polynomial formed from the elements of A, and it is a linear 
combination of products of k elements of A. The result (2.8) expresses the determinant of a bordered 
anti-symmetric matrix as the product of two Pfaffians. For present purposes, the Pfaffian of an 
anti-symmetric matrix A e C 2k x 2k is conveniently defined as 
1 k 
Pf(A) := 2kk! E sign a l~ Aa(2i- 1),a(20 (2.9) 
a i=1 
(2.8) 
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[11,233, where each permutation g can be expressed as 
I1 .-- ,2.10, 
0-= il i2 "'" i2k " 
The factorisation (2.8) involves the polynomial Pfaffian Pf(Z) multiplied by a constant Pfaffian. To 
get their integral representations, it is easiest o go back to (1.27), from which we have 
2k 
Q(z) = ~ z2k- j(  - 1) j det M\2k+,; j+, .  (2.11) 
j=0 
We apply Cayley's theorem to the (even order, bordered anti-symmetric) determinant of 
M\2k+l , j+ l  in (2.11) and deduce that 
Q (z) = q~ (z) Pf(M\ 2k + 1; 2k + 1 ), (2.12) 
where 
2k 
49(z) = H z2k - j ( -  1) j Pf(M\2k + 1;j+1). (2.13) 
j=0 
Hence, using Pfaffian notation [25], we have 
M12 M13 "'" M1,2k 
M23 "'" M2'2k (2.14) 
q~(O) = Pf (M\2 k + 1; 2k +1 ) = 
m2k - 1,2k 
From (2.7), (2.8) and (2.12) 
M12 M13 ..- M1,2k+I Z 2k 
M23 "'" M2,Ek+ 1 z2k-1  
~(z) = Pf(Z) = : : (2.15) 
m2k,  2k + 1 Z 
I 1 
We obtain an integral representation for th(0), given by (2.14), by using (2.4) and (2.9): 
~b(O) =~s igna  ... [ I  (x ,y , )2k+le(x, )*e(y , )dx,  dy, • (2.16) 
Xl  --  Y l  Xk -- Yk i= 1 
Similarly, by using (2.4) and (2.9) in (2.13), we obtain 
~ e(y i )dx 'dy"  c~(z) = ~.. ... O(x,y ,  z) I-I e(xi) * (2.17) 
i= 1 Xi - -  Yi 
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where x = (Xl, X2,  . . .  ,Xk) ,  y = (Y l ,  Y2, ..- , Yk) and 
D (x, y, z) = 
X 2k X21 k -1  "'" X 1 1 
2k y2k- 1 
Yl "'" Yl 1 
2k x2k-  1 
X k "'" X k 1 
y~k y~,k-1 "'" Yk 1 
zZk z2k-  1 . . .  Z 1 
By expansion of 
l f c  4'(z) = 
k 
× l-I (z 
j= l  
 ;c;c kt 
k 
× l-I (z j= l  
D(x,y,  z), we obtain 
fcfc "'" I~ (Xi -- Xj)(yi -- y-i)(Xi -- Y-i)(Yi -- Xj) i<j 
- x j) (z -- y~) e(xj) * e (y j) dx-i dy-i 
By expanding the star 
1 
k 
× 1-I ( z -  
j= l  
and then 
Q(z) = 4'(z) 4'(o) 
(2.18) 
fC k "'" VI (xi - x-i)(yi - yj)(xl - y-i)(yi - xj) 
~<J (2.19) 
x-n - l .n -1  -i y,i 
- xj)(z - y-i) (27ti) 2 f (x j )  , f (y- i )  dxj  dyj 
product which is defined in (2.3), we obtain the representation 
fc l-[ (x i -  x j ) (Y i -  y-i)(xi -- Y- i ) (Y i -  xj) 
i<j (2.20) 
xT . - ,y ; . -  1 
xj)(z - yj) (2rti) f (x j )  "f* (y-i) dxj  dy-i. 
(2.21) 
which follows from (2.12) and (2.14). 
Another form of 4'(z), and hence of Q(z), is obtained by using the umbral representation (2.5) in 
(1.27). By substituting (2.6) for Mij into (2.7) and following the same steps, we find that 
4'(z)=l f f  .. f (x,- x,)(y,- y,)(x,- y,)(y,- x-i) 
k (2.22) 
X [ I  (1 -- ZXj)(1 -- zy-i) d/~(xj) * d/~(y-i) 
-i=l 
'=-~.. ~f  "" f i<[-Ij(xI -- XJ)(Yi--  YJ)(xI-- Y j ) (Y ' - -  Xj) 
k (2.23) 
x l--I (1 - zx-i)(1 - zyj)dlu(X-i), d/~* (y-i) 
j= l  
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Because vector Pad6 approximants which converge to a vector-valued meromorphic functionf(z) 
having k poles in a disk have denominators of degree 2k and not k (see Theorem (2.2)), hybrid 
vector Pad6 approximants of type [n /k]  were introduced in [13, 14]. Formulae for the denomin- 
ator polynomials are motivated by attempts to form ~r(z)~ (~b(0)~b(z)) 1/2, because quality is 
obtainable in the scalar (d = 1) case. The first of these hybrid approximants i  the Aitken type, 
based on the definition 
" i< j  
k 
xH(1  
j= l  
which is motivated by 
- zx j )d /~(x j )  * dp(y~) 
(2.22). The other hybrid type is based on the definition 
~rtfftl(z) = ~ "'" 1-1 (x, -- x j ) (y i  -- y j ) (x i  -- Y j ) (Y i  -- xj) 
i<j 
k XTn- lyTn-1  
x F I  (z - x~) ' ~ f (x j ) , f (y j )dx jdy j  
j = 1 t zrt]) 
which is motivated by (2.19). 
These formulae are most easily compared in the case of k = 1. 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
Example 2.1. Hybrid denominators in the case k -- 1: From (2.5) and (2.24), we find that 
(2.26) 
is the denominator of the Aitken kind of hybrid vector Pad6 approximant of type [n/l], and the 
other kind is given by (2.25) as 
;C fC(Z__ X) X-n-lY-n-1 (27ti) 2 f (x )  * f (y )dxdy  = z lc . I  2 - c .  • c . _  1. (2.27) 
The distinction between these two forms is similar to that explained by Tan in [33] about the 
two forms of Brezinski's topological epsilon algorithm [2]. So far (unpublished) numerical tests 
suggest hat slightly better accuracy is obtained by using trH(Z) rather than trA(Z); the row 
convergence theorems proved so far all apply to an(z) only. 
To discuss the issue of when it is better to use vector Pad6 approximation and when to use the 
hybrid form, we first review the theorems and then we consider their implications. 
We have derived (2.20) as an integral representation of the denominator polynomials tk(z) 
required for forming vector Pad6 approximants of type [n /2k] .  The corresponding numerator 
polynomials will be expressed using Nuttall's notation, in which 
:=  
,=0 
184 
denotes the n + 1 term MacLaurin section of ~,(z). 
mant is 
R(z)  = 
where the numerator polynomial is 
P(z) := [f(z)ck(z)]"o. 
When the hybrid form is required, the approximant is
p(z) = 
where o-(z) is given by (2.25) and the numerator n(z) is 
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The ordinary vector Pad6 approxi- 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
n(z) := [f(z)a(z)] Z. (2.31) 
To formulate the row convergence theorems for vector-valued Pad6 approximants and hybrid 
vector-valued Pad6 approximants, a dot is used to denote the leading coefficient of a polynomial 
and a hat is used to denote the monic form of a polynomial. Thus, 
= 4 (z)1  (2.32) 
is the monic polynomial derived from q~(z). We will consider functionsf(z) having precisely k poles 
at zl, z2, . . . ,  zk (allowing repetition iff(z) has a multipole), and we define 
k 
oJ(z) = I] (z - zi). (2.33) 
i=1  
We require f(z)  to be analytic at the origin, and the poles to be ordered so that 
0<1z1[~[z2[~< .-. ~<[zkt<r.  (2.34) 
We require f(z) to be real symmetric; hence, by the reflection principle [34] 
f ( z )  - g(z)  o~(z)' (2.35) 
where g(z) and ~o(z) are real symmetric. We also require that g(z) is analytic in [z[ < r and g(zi) ¢ 0 
for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  k. We refer to any case in which two or more of the zi are equal as a confluence of 
the poles. We also define a punctured open disk by 
k 
Dr-:= {zEC: Iz[ < r} -- U {z,}. (2.36) 
i=1  
We next come to the first row convergence theorem for vector Pad6 approximants based on 
generalised inverses, here specialised to the case of real symmetric functions. 
Theorem 2.2 (Graves-Morris and Saff [19]). A vector-valued function f (z) is 9iven in the form of its 
MacLaurin series and it is further specified by (2.35) in which it is assumed that 
g(z,).g(z~) ~ O, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  k. (2.37) 
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Let R,(z) be the vector-valued Padb approximant oftype [n/2k]for f (z), as in (2.28), and let 4),(z) be its 
associated enominator polynomial, as defined by (2.20). Then 
lim R,(z) =f(z),  zeDZ (2.38) 
n ---~ O0 
and the rate of convergence is governed by 
lim sup 11 f - -  R 11 ~" ~< p/r, (2.39) 
n "*  OU 
where K is any compact subset of DTn{z~C: [z[ ~< fl} for any fl < r. 
The (monic) denominator polynomials converge as 
lim ~,(z) = (co(z)) 2 (2.40) 
n ---~ (X3 
and their rate of convergence is governed by 
lim sup 11 q~, - o921[ ~/" ~< [Zk I/r, (2.41) 
n- - *  oo  
where E is any compact subset of C. 
As a corollary to Theorem 2.2, we state a result which is a generalisation of the extension 
theorem of Graves-Morris and Saff [20]. In contrast o the hypothesis (2.37) of the main theorem, 
we now consider cases in which 
g(zj).g(zj) = 0 (2.42) 
for some values of]. 
Corollary 2.3 (Graves-Morris and Van Iseghem [213). Assume that f(z) has the representation 
(2.35), 
f (z) = g(z)/co(z), 
where co(z) is the real symmetric polynomial expressed by (2.33) and (2.34) and also by 
co(z) = f i  ( z -  z') (2.43) 
j= l  
with the zjeC being distinct, {z)}j'=l = {z,}k=l and 
g(zj) ¢ O, j = 1, 2, . . . ,x. (2.44) 
I f  g(z)) .g(z)) = O for some value of], let 2j denote the precise order of the zero of g(z).g(z) at z~, and 
use the convention that 2j = 0 if g(z)).g(z)) ~ O. Assume that 2j < 2mj and define 
2v := ~" (2mj - 2j). (2.45) 
j= l  
Let R.(z) be the vector Padb approximant of type [n/2v] for f(z), as in (2.28) and let dp,(z) 
be its associated enominator polynomial, as defined by (2.20). Then the convergence results 
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(2.38)-(2.41) of Theorem 2.2 hold 
(2.45). Moreover, 
2mj - Zj 
lim sup [ t~,(z))[ 1/" ~< j = 1, 2, . . . ,  to. (2.46) 
?1 ---~ O0 
Our next theorem is a row convergence theorem for hybrid vector Pad6 approximants, again 
specialised to the case of real symmetric functions. 
as stated under the more general conditions of (2.42) and 
Theorem 2.4 (Graves-Morris and Van Iseghem [21]). A vector-valuedfunctionf(z) is given in the 
form of its MacLaurin series and also by (2.35) in which it is assumed that g(z), co(z) are real symmetric 
and that 
g(zt).g(zt) ~ O, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  k. (2.47) 
Let p,(z) be the vector-valued Padb approximant of type In~k] for f (z), as in (2.30), and let a,(z) be its 
associated enominator polynomial, as defined by (2.25). Then 
lim p,(z) = f(z), z e D7 (2.48) 
n ---~ O0 
and the rate of convergence is governed by 
lim sup II f -  P, II k/" ~< #/r, 
n ---~ O0 
where K is any compact subset of DT n{zeC:  Izl ~< I~} for any # < r. 
The (monic) denominator polynomials converge as 
lim ~-,(z) = co(z) (2.49) 
tl  ---~ O0 
and their rate of convergence is governed by 
lim sup If ~, - co II 1/, ~< iZkl / r  ' 
n- -~ O0 
where E is any compact subset of C. 
Vector accelerators are used for a sequence such as 
S = {So, sl, s2, ... :sic ~d} (2.50) 
when it can be assumed that S is dominated by k geometric omponents in the sense that the 
generating function of S has the form 
oo 
f ( z )  = g(z)co(z)-  1 = ~ ciz t, 
/=0  
where Co = So, 
c i=st -s t -x ,  i=  1,2,3, ... 
(2.51) 
(2.52) 
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and g(z), ~o(z) satisfy (2.33)-(2.35). We also assume that 1 e D;-. Under these conditions, (2.38) shows 
that the row sequence of vector Pad6 approximants of type [n/2k] converges: 
lim Rt"/2k](1)=f(1) (2.53) 
n---~ 90 
at a rate bounded by 
lim sup If( l)  - Rt"/2kl(1)[ 1/, <~ r- 1. (2.54) 
n ---~ 09 
By assumption, 1 ~ D7 and so f(z) is analytic at z = 1, and r > 1. 
If the power series in (2.51) converges at z = 1, thenf(z) is analytic in I zl < 1, and the sequence 
S converges to f(1). 
The values of Rt"/2k~(1) can be found either by using the vector epsilon algorithm [35, 36], or by 
recursive calculation of the denominator polynomials using (3.24) or (3.50). After calculating the 
MacLaurin coefficients ¢hj of the denominator polynomial qS(z) _ C~t"/2kJ(z), use the formula 
2k / 2__~0 Rt"/Zkl(1) = ~ s,,_jdpj ~)j. (2.55) 
j=O j 
Eq. (2.55) shows that there is no need to form the coefficients of Pt"/2kl(z) [I0]; to establish (2.55), we 
note that 
Rt"/2kl(1) = et"/2kl(1)QO'/2kl(1) -  = 49(1)-'[f(z)c~(Z)]"Olz=l  ~b(1) -1 ~ c,-j¢~i 
i=0j=0 
and (2.55) follows after reversal of the order of summation. 
Computations based on recursive calculation of the polynomials ¢["/Zkl(z) have the advantage 
that they facilitate rror estimation and branching decisions to select he best path for convergence 
in the vector epsilon table. 
We now discuss the issue of when acceleration of convergence of vector sequences i better 
achieved in principle by using the coefficients of (gt"/2k1(z) of the vector Pad6 approximants, or by 
using the coefficients of their hybrid forms at"/ZkJ(z). From an inspection of the original proofs of 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, we find that 
k k 
_2n+2 ¢2k(Z) := lim q~t"/2kl(z) I] Z.j = I] (Z -  zj)Zg(zj)'g(zj) (2.56) 
n~ j=l  j= l  
and 
k k 
_2n+2 Sk(Z) := lira ~rt"/kJ(z) I-[ Zj = I] (Z -  zj)g(zj)'g(zj) 
n~c~ j=l  j= l  
provided the conditions of these theorems, and (2.37) in particular, hold good. 
The next examples clarify what may occur in practice. 
Example 2.5. Find ¢4(z) and X2(z) for 
iiz  _ -  z , 
with xl # x2. 
(2.57) 
(2.58) 
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In this case, g(z) = [-71(z - x2), 72(z - xl)] and so 
(/)4(Z) = (Z - -  x1)Z(z - -  XZ)2])2y2(X1 --  X2) 4, (2.59) 
Z'2(z) = (z - Xx)(Z - x2)yzy2(xl  - x2) 4, (2.60) 
indicating that the hybrid ~v" 2(Z) is a more natural choice for the denominator of a vector Pad6 
approximant off(z)  than ~b4(z). 
Example 2.6. Acceleration of convergence of partial sums of 
rJ(cosjO, sin j0), r, 0~R\{0}: (2.61) 
j=O 
The generating function of this sequence is 
(1 - rz cos 0, rz sin 0) 
f(z) (rz)J(cos jo, sin jo) (2.62) /_, i=o 1 - 2rz cos 0 + r2z 2 " 
The lengths of the successive terms in (2.61) have ratio r, and their directions (in the real plane ~2) 
increase successively by angle 0. From (2.62), 
f (z) = g(z)/ o (z) 
with 
~o(z) = (z - r -%-i°)(z - r - le i ° )  = (z  - z l ) ( z  - Z2) 
and 
g(z) .g(z) = r-4(1 - 2rz cos 0 + r2z2). 
Consequently, g(z l ) .g (z l )  = g(zz ) 'g (z2)  - -  0, SO that neither qi4(z ) nor X2(z) provides a suitable 
accelerator. However, in this particular case, 
Rt"/21(z) =f(z) ,  n = 1, 2 . . . .  
and it is the coefficients of ~bz(z) which provide the exact answer via (2.55). 
These examples and the preceding theorems trongly suggest hat acceleration based on the 
coefficients of the polynomial a~"/kJ(z) is appropriate when it is known that the real vector sequence 
is generated by an operator whose k dominant eigenvalues are real rather than complex. Examples 
which demonstrate the numerical superiority of using hybrid vector Pad6 approximation (in low 
order) have been given in [28, 7, 13]. In other cases, Example 2.6 indicates that it is safer to use the 
polynomials (gt"/2kl(z) of appropriate type corresponding to ordinary vector Pad6 approximation. 
Cordellier's block structure theorem [-8, 9] shows that failure of the kind described in Example 2.6 
is resolved using an ordinary vector Pad6 approximation of lower denominator degree. 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.4, as quoted in this section, apply to power series associated with real-valued 
vector sequences. How complex-valued (not real-valued) vector sequences should be accelerated 
is even more context-dependent. In Section 4, we give a natural generalisation of the hybrid 
forms which have some attractive properties, and we quote Roberts' (1996) row convergence 
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theorem which shows the merits of aformulation based on the so-called Clifford inverse. Thisis 
defined by 
o- 1 = o (2.63) 
0"0  
instead of (1.14). Equivalent formulae arising from the use of this inverse, such as the analogues of 
(1.24) and (1.25) are written down by simply removing the complex conjugate signs (superscript 
stars), so that (1.26a) would be replaced by 
j - i -1  
Mij  = E Cl+i+n-2k 'C j  - l+n-2k - l "  
/=0 
3. Identities in the vector Pad6 table 
We consider formation of a right-handed matrix Pad6 approximant 
r(z) = p(z)q(z) -1 (3.1) 
of type [I/m] forf(z), as given by (1.5), where 
p(z) = ~, piz i, q(z) = qi zi (3.2) 
i=0 i=0 
and p~, q~ ~ d .  
We also need to consider formation of left-handed matrix-valued approximants, which are equal 
to the right-handed approximants ( ee (3.9)), and which we reprersent as 
r(z) = ~(z)- l p (z )  (3.3) 
of type [l/m], where 
D(z) = ~ p: i ,  gl(Z) = ~liZ i. (3.4) 
i=0 i=0 
The accuracy-through-order condition is 
f ( z )  - r(z) = O(z '+'÷ 1) (3.5) 
with q(O), ~/(0) being invertible for a nondegenerate approximant. 
Condition (3.5) arises in the context of applications of the theory. Its linearised right-handed 
counterpart is
f ( z )q (z )  - p(z) = O(z  l+m + 1). (3.6) 
It is a weaker condition which is appropriate for derivation of the generalised Frobenius identities 
and the compass identity. 
In the rest of this paper we use the dot notation 7t for the leading coefficient (the coefficient of z", 
say) of a polynomial re(z) of degree n; the tilde operation is defined in (1.22). 
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The following theorem is the confluent case of that in [16] and it treats the problem of existence 
of the approximants. 
Theorem 3.1. Let l, m >10. There exist unique left-handed and right-handed approximating forms 
(p(z), q(z)) and (~(z), ~(z)), respectively, of type [l/m], to be referred to as minimal solutions, with the 
following properties: 
(i) 0 = ~ = I, (3.7) 
(ii) for any right-handed matrix interpolating form (pro(z), qm(z)) of type [1/m] there exists 
a matrix polynomial v(z) ~ d[z ]  such that 
(p(1)(2), qll)(z)) = (p(z), q(z))v(z). (3.8) 
A corresponding result holds for the left-handed forms. The resulting rational function is unique: 
[l/m](z) := p(z)q(z) -1 = pm(z)qm(z) -1 = ~m(z)-l~m(z) (3.9) 
and 
gl(z)q(z) = q(z)gl(Z) = gt(z)~(z) = ~(z)~1(z) = Q(z)I (3.10) 
for some scalar polynomial Q(z). The polynomials have the further properties that 
/~ =~eU,  (3.11) 
is invertible and 
deg{p(z)} = deg{Nz)}, deg{q(z)} = deg{~(z)}, (3.12) 
Also, we have the representation 
[l/m](z) = P(z)/Q(z), P(z )~[z ] .  (3.13) 
The proof previously given is based on Kronecker's algorithm. As in the scalar case, it is 
normally true that 
deg{p(z)} = 1, deg{q(z)} = m (3.14) 
for the matrix-valued Pad6 approximation of [I/m] (z). Conventionally, El~m] (z) is said to be normal 
if it differs from every other entry in the table of matrix Pad6 approximants, and hence its 
numerator and denominator satisfy (3.14). Let 
C(z) = [I/m](z), W(z) = E l -  1/m](z), N(z) = [I/m - 1](z) (3.15) 
E(z) = [1 + 1/m](z), S(z) = [l/m + 1](z) 
be normal approximants. Then we can express each 
Q(z) = p~(z)q~(z)- 1, g2 = C, N, E, W, S (3.16) 
with monic normalisation (3.7) for which/~ ~ U (see (3.11)). Likewise 
gle(z)qe(z) = Qe(z)I ~ 5¢ [z] (3.17) 
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and 
PQ(z) = pQ(z)O~(z) ~~ [z]. (3.18) 
The importance of the identity (3.17) arises because it connects the matrix denominator poly- 
nomials q•(z) with the scalar polynomial QQ(z). Its rather obvious corollary that 
qo(z)- ' = ~le(z)/Qa(z) 
is useful for establishing the vector character of approximants. 
Given normality and monic normalisation, we have the following identities [16]. 
Frobenius-type identities: 
qs(z) - zqw(z) + qc(z)f~c 1(i6w - iOs) = 0, (3.19) 
qN(Z)p~ l pC + qw(Z) -- qc(Z) = 0, (3.20) 
[zqN(z) -- qc(Z)]P~ l PW -- qE(Z) + qc(Z) ---- 0, (3.21) 
qE(Z)P{ IPC + qs(Z) -- ZqC(Z) = 0, (3.22) 
Leading coefficient lemma: 
Pw -- ,6s = Pc(P{ 1 -- i6~ a)/~c, (3.23) 
Compass identity: 
Qs(z) = QE(z)]Pc [ 2/1#~ [ 2 + z 2 {Qw(z) -- QN(z) IPc [ 2/[/~N 12} 
_ zQc(z ){2(p{ l  _ p~ a) .p ,} ,  (3.24) 
where Po ~ C a is the vector whose image is/~a ~ U.  
The derivation of these identities [16] was based on accuracy-through-order of the approxi- 
mants involved, such as in the theory of Kronecker's algorithm for the construction of the 
(coefficients of the) numerator and denominator polynomials. 
The Berlekamp-Massey algorithm uses a different approach, based on sequential elimination of 
the leading coefficients of the error (residual) series. To introduce the algorithm, we consider the 
sequence of r ight-handed matrix-valued approximants 
SBM = {rfiz):= Aj (z )B j (z ) -x , j  = 0, 1, 2, ... } (3.25) 
which form the staircase sequence of the matrix-valued approximants of types 
0 0 1 1 2 (3 26) 
O~ 1 ,  1 ,  2 ,  2 ,  . . . .  
forf(z) as given by (1.5) and associated with the vector continued fraction (1.1). Let 
f (z)Bj_ 2(z ) = Aj -2(z  ) + ej_ 2 Z j -  1 .2 V o (z j ) ,  (3.27) 
f ( z )B j _  l(Z) = A j_ l(z) + ei_ lz i + O(z j+ a), (3.28) 
represent wo of the accuracy-through-order identities for two successive numerators Aj-2(z), 
A j_ 1 (z) 6 ~/[z]  and denominators B j_ 2 (z), B j_ 1 (z) 6 ~ [z] in the staircase sequence (3.26). 
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We assume that all the approximants in the sequence (3.26) are normal, and this assumption 
implies, in particular, that e j_ 2 ~ 0 in (3.27). Then the next numerator Aj(z) and denominator Bj(z) 
following (3.28) in the sequence can be defined by 
Ai(z  ) = A j_ l(z) - zA j_  2(z)ef_12ej_ 1, (3.29) 
Bj(z) = B j_ l(z) -- zB j_  2(z)ef_½ej_ 1. (3.30) 
To check that Aj(z)Bj(z)  -1 is the next approximant in the sequence, we first note that the 
accuracy-through-order condition (3.6) at stage j follows from (3.27) and (3.28). The sequence is 
initialised by 
Ao(Z) = Co, Bo(z) = I 
and artificially by 
Z- l (Z  ) = 0, B - I (Z )  = I. 
From (3.28), we readily find that 
e_ l  ~ Co, e0 ~ c1- 
From (3.30)-(3.32), it follows that 
Bj(0) = I, j =0 ,  1,2 . . . .  
and 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
deg Aj z, . E  1 deg  j z, . p l I  335, 
when [0] in (3.35) denotes the integer part of 0eQ.  From (3.34) and (3.35), we see that SBM 
is the staircase sequence of approximants (3.26) and that it satisfies the strong accuracy-through- 
order condition (3.5). From (3.29) and (3.30), we see that the matrix image of F(z)  in (1.1) is 
equivalent to 
F(z) - Co Co leoz eo lelz e l  le2z 
I -  I - I - I . . . .  
Because rj(z) is unique (see (3.9)) and rj(z)~ ~[-[z]],  (where ~f-[[z]] is the class of functions of 
z taking values in V), see (3.13), it follows that 
f ( z )  - rj(z) ~ ~ [[z]]. 
From (3.28), 
f ( z )  = rj(z) + e jB j (z) -  lzJ+l + O(z j+z) 
and from (3.34) it follows that 
e j ~ "U. (3.36) 
An important consequence of (3.36) is that either ej = 0 or else it is invertible, as is required in (3.29) 
and (3.30). 
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Example 3.2. e_ 1, eo, el, e2 e ://: From (3.33), e_ 1 = CO E ~ and eo = cl e ~//-. From (3.27)-(3.33), 
B1 (z) = I --  ZCo 1cl e l  = c2 - ClCo 1cl s ~//, (3.37) 
B2(z)  = I --  zcxXc2  e2 = c3 -- C2C l lC2~.  (3.38) 
Not only do e s s V,  but we will show that they are designants. These operators were introduced in 
[22] and in this context by Salam in [31, 32]. Starting with the general linear system 
a11x1 -[- " "  -[- alnXn : bl 
: : : (3.39) 
anlX1 + "'" + annXn : bn, 
where all the ais, x i ,  b s ~ f f  and (9 is a general algebra of operators, Salam defined a (left) designant 
as the coefficient of x, on the left-hand side of (3.39) after the variables x~, x2, . . . ,  x,_ 1 have been 
eliminated in natural order by Gaussian elimination. The first stage of this elimination leads to 
(a22 - -  a21al l la12)x2 + "" + (a2n -- a21ail laln)Xn = b2 - a21al l lb l  
(an2 -- an la l l l a lE )X2  + ... + (ann -- an laH la l , )xn  = b~ - a~la ;~b l  
The other stages follow the same procedure. 
Example 3.3. el can be expressed as a designant: From (3.37), we may express B1 (z) = I + flz. Then 
from (3.38) 
[:: ::ll;l Ee° 3 •
Eliminate fl from (3.40) to obtain 
el  =c2-c lCo lC l=des ignant [  c°cl 172Cl I • 
Eexample 3.4. e4 can be expressed as a designant: 
B4(z) = I + fllz + fl2z 2. Then, from (3.38), 
C2 C3 C4 ~ . 
C3 C4 C5 e4 
By Gaussian elimination row by row, we find that 
I 
C1 C2 C3 
e4 = designant c2 c3 c4 
C3 C4 C5 
(3.40) 
From (3.35), we may express 
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From Examples 3.3 and 3•4, it is clear that 
... c, 1 icm . . .  • , eEl = designant " 
i "'" C2i Ci+ 1 "'" c2i+ 1 
e2 i -  1 = designant 
in the general case. There is a similar designant representation for each ,On, but with the order of the 
rows reversed, and it is derived by equating coefficients of z i, i = l, 1 + 1, ..., l + m in (3.6). 
We return to (3.36) and see how it helps us to derive explicit formulas for the denominator 
polynomials. 
It is convenient to use the staircase sequence (3.26) to express the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm. 
It is also convenient to use the notation Btt/" l (z)  for the matrix-valued denominator polynomial of 
type [ I /m] with Baker normalisation Btt/ml(o) = I. The connections are given by (3.35) as 
B tin- 1/"l(z) = B2m_ l(Z), Btm/ml(z) ~- B2m(Z ). (3•41) 
Example 3.5. Formulae for B[t / l l ( z )  and B[l/2](2): We apply the truncation theorem [1] to (3.37) to 
obtain 
B[I/II(z) = I - zc{  lcl+ 1- (3•42) 
From (3.28), (3•37) and (3.38), we have 
B3(z ) = I - -  zc{  1c  2 - -  z ( I  - zco  lcl)el le2 (3.43) 
and, hence, 
B[I/2](Z) = I - ZCl  lct + 1 - -  z ( I  - ZC[ - l lC l )q l  l~l + 1, (3.44) 
where 
rh=ct+l--ctci - -~cl ,  I=1 ,2 ,3 , . . . .  
According to (3.35), the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm, as expressed by (3.28), connects elements 
with relative locations N, C and E or W, C and S in the staircase sequence. Again, by applying the 
truncation theorem, (3.29) is generalised to become 
BE(z) = Bc(z )  - -  zBN(z )e f f  mec (3.45) 
and 
Bs(z )  = Bc(z )  - zBw(z )ewlec ,  (3.46) 
where the subscripts have the same meaning as in (3.15), and (3.45), (3.46) apply throughout the 
vector Pad6 table• By shifting the indices of (3.45) to the South, and those of (3•46) to the East, we 
obtain 
BsE(Z) = Bs(z )  - -  zBc(z )ec  les  = BE(z) --  zBc(z )ec  lee  
and, hence, 
Be(z )  = Bs(z )  + zBc(z )ec  l (e~ --  es). (3.47) 
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Similarly, by shifting (3.45) to the West and (3.46) to the North, we obtain 
Bc(z)(ew I - e~ 1) = Bw(z )ew 1 _ Bs (z )e~ l (3.48) 
By eliminating BN(z) from (3.45) and (3.48) and then Bs(Z) from (3.46) and (3.47), we find 
that 
Be(z) = Bc(z) + zBc(z )ec l (e~ - es) - zBw(z )ewlec  
= Bc(z) + zBc(z) (ew 1 -- e~ 1)e c -- zBw(z )ewlec  . 
By comparison, we have derived the 
Leading Error Lemma. 
eE - es = ec(ew 1 - e~ 1)ec. (3.49) 
I t  fo l lows that 
ec * (eE - es) lecl - 2 = (ew Dew I - 2 _ eu l eN I - 2), ec. 
Although the results (3.45)-(3.48) can be no more than a re-expression of the Frobenius identities 
(3.19)-(3.23) after appropriate quivalence transformations, these results differ considerably in 
detail, reflecting the noncommutative character of the equivalence transformations in the matrix 
case. Roberts [30] has shown how the relation (3.49) is related to the noncommutative q -  d 
algorithm for constructing the elements of the continued fraction F(z). 
By making BN(z), Bw(z)  the subjects of (3.45), (3.46), multiplying these equalities by their tilde- 
conjugates, and then using (3.47), we find that 
Qs(z) = QE(z) + z20.w(z) lec l  2 lew[ 2 - zZO.N(z)lecl 2 leN[-z _ 2zQcec* (eE  -- es ) lec [ - z  (3.50) 
where 
QQ(z) := B•(z)BQ(z) = Q~(z)Qo(O)-  1. 
Problem 3.6. Does there exist another formula comparable to (3.24) or (3.50) expressing Qs(z) in 
terms of Qc(z), Qw(z), etc., and other denominator polynomials of approximants hat have lesser 
order of contact han Qs(z), in the way that (3.46) does? 
Such a formula would be very useful for iterative computations, but we have been unable to find 
one. 
Formula (3.28) is a three-term recursion relation for calculating the denominator polynomials 
Bs(z ) ~ • [z]. It is well known (see, e.g., [3]) that many familiar algorithms are based on three-term 
recursion relations for formal orthogonal polynomials, which are the scalar equivalents of(3.28). In 
our case, we see from (3.42) that each BtVlJ(z) contains an irreducible bivector and from (3.44) that 
each BW21(z) contains an irreducible 4-vector. These denominators are therefore not scalars in 
~¢ [z]. It can only be the case that these polynomial matrices are better approximated when their 
higher multi-vector terms are taken into account. However, with economy of storage being a major 
practical consideration, bivector approximations should be worth considering as an improvement 
on the scalar model. Following the techniques in [3], this approximation should lead directly to 
new algorithms for treating linear systems. 
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4. From operator to hybrid vector Pad~ approximation 
In Example 3.5, the formula 
Btl/ l l (z) = I -- zcf- lcl+ x (4.1) 
is given for the matrix-valued denominator of a vector Pad6 approximation with Baker (comonic) 
normalisation; its monic form is 
qtl/11(z) = z I  - Cl+~Q. (4.2) 
The scalar part of these matrix operators in d is conveniently found using the trace operator. For 
example, for c~ s C a, and using the explicit representation (1.7)-(1.11), we have 
v- 1 tr {Btl/1](z)} = ([ e l l  2 - -  zc  I * C l + 1)/I ctl 2 
(4.3) 
= ,r~ + lm(z) / I  c, t 2 
and, similarly, 
v - l t r{Bwl ] (z )}  (zlcl+ll 2 12 = - c~+, • c~)/I c~+1 
(4.4) 
= at~ + lm(z) / I  c~+1 [ 2 
Up to normalisation constants, (4.3) and (4.4) show that the two kinds of hybrid denominators of
type [l + 1/1] are the scalar parts of the denominators of the operator approximants of type [//1] 
with monic or comonic normalisation. From Example 3.5 we have 
B[I/2](Z) = 1 - -  ZCf- l c  I + 1 - -  z ( I  - zci--~ ct)rli- lt]l + 1, (4.5) 
where 
lh = ct+l - clcT-~ct, l = 1,2, 3, . . . .  (4.6) 
After some calculation, we find that 
v-1 tr {Bt l /2](z)} = a[~ + 2/2](Z)/o'~A), (4.7) 
where 
at~+ 2/21(z) = a(o a) + a]A)z + a(zA)z 2 (4.8) 
and 
~(o A) : Ic~l 4 + 21c~12(c~-1 * c~+1) + Ic~-112 Ic~+112 - 4(c t -1  *Cl)(Cl * Cl+l), 
a~ A~ -- IC l+ l l2C l*Ct -1  - I c l l2 (c t*c t+ l  + ct+2*c l -1)  
- -  1Cl-112(C/+2"C1+1) + 2(Cl+2*Cl)(Cl*C/-1), 
0"(2 A) = (C/+2 *C l+ l ) (C l *C l -1 )  - -  (C/+1 *C1-1  "q'- Icll2)(cl+2 *ct + Ic/+ll z) 
"q'- (Cl + 2 * C I -  1) (el+ 1 * Cl) "}- 2(ct+ 1 * Cl) 2. 
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The right-hand side of (4.8) is derived from (2.24) [14]. Notice that if we define 
1/t := ct + 1 - 2C l  - 2cl cl * cz -~ Jc/1_____2__ 2 (4 .9)  
ict_112 +cl-1 ict_ll 2 
as is suggested by (4.6), then 
tr~ A) = I~/tl 2 Ict-112. (4.10) 
The operator Pad6 approximant [l/2](z) exists in the sense of (3.5) only if a~o A) # 0. If all ci ~ En\0, 
then a~0 A) = 0 if and only if Cg+lCl = czcl-1 and [CI[ 2 = [C / - I [  [C/+1[ , [15] .  
From (2.25), we have a formula for the other kind of hybrid denominator: 
1 
(7~/2](Z) =~;C IC  fC ;c (X1  -- X2)(Yl  - -Y2)(X1 - -Y2) (Y l  -- X2)(Z- -  X1) (Z - -X2)  
X ln - lx2n- ly~n- ly2  n-1 
x (2ni)4 f (x l )  * f (yx) f (x2)  *f(Y2) dx1 dx2 dyl dy2 
from which it follows that 
0"[~+2/2](Z) = 0-(0 n) -'1- 0"(H)z -+- 0"(2H)Z 2, (4.11) 
where 
0"(0H)(Z) = (C1-1 * el) (Cl +1 * Cl + 2) "+ 2(c, * c I + 1) 2 + (c l * c, + 1) (C1-1 * Cl + 2) 
- (Cl_ 1 *C/+ l  --[- [Cl]2)(]Cl+l] 2 + Cl*CI+2) 
a(1 H) = IClJ2(ct+l * c,+2) + 2(c/- 1 *Cl+l)(Cl+l *C/+2) 
-- (Ct-1 *Ct)]Cl+212 - - IC t+l lZ (c t*c t+l  + Cl--1 *C/+2)  
a~ H) -- Ict+l 14 + 2(cl+2*cz) lct+ll 2 + Iczl2lct+2[ 2 --4(Ct*Cl+l)(Ct+l *Cl+2). 
From (4.5), we obtain the monic form 
qtl/21(z) = (I - zc7 lct+ 1)qT+llrhCi - lcl- 1 - zc;- lCl_ 1 + z 21 (4.12) 
and after some calculation we find that 
i z z = 0.[Ht+2/2](Z) v-ltr{qV/ZJ(z)}lrh+l ICll (4.13) 
where q leC a corresponds to ql~ ~ as in (1.18) and 
0"(2 H) = I t/t+ 1 12 Ictl 2, (4.14) 
analogously to (4.9) and (4.10). 
Up to normalisation constants, (4.7) and (4.13) show that the two kinds of hybrid approximants 
of type [l + 2/2] are the scalar parts of the denominators of the operator approximants of type 
[l/2] with monic or comonic normalisation. 
The following de Montessus-type theorem determines the limiting character of the denominator 
operator polynomials in the context of convergence of rows in the operator Pad6 table. 
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Theorem 4.1 (Roberts [29]). A vector-valued function f(z) is given by its MacLaurin series (1.4) and 
also by 
f ( z )  = g(z)/co(z), (4.15) 
where 
(i) co(z) = l-~= 1( z - z,), (4.16) 
(ii) 0 < [Zx[ ~ [z21 ~ .-. ~ [Zk[ < r 
and 
(iii) g(z) is analytic in [z[ < r. 
Let rtt/kl(z) denote the right-handed matrix Padb approximant for f (z), given by (1.5). It is expressed as 
r tl/kl(z) = pV/kI(z) qtl/kl(z)- 1, (4.17) 
where qtt/kl(z) has monic normalisation (3.7). Then, for sufficiently large l, each rtl/kl(z) exists and the 
row sequence converges: 
lim rtt/kl(z) =f(z),  lim rtl/kl(z) =f(z)  (4.18) 
l--* oo l '-* oo 
for z ~ D7 and 
lim sup II r tt/~l - f l l  ~/t ~ #/r (4.19) 
I'-* oo 
where K is any compact subset of D7 c~{z~ C: I zl ~ ~}. The denominators converge as 
lim qtt/kl(z) = CO(z). I (4.20) 
1-"oo  
at a rate governed by 
lim sup II qtt/kl _ CO1 lie ~< Iz~l/r, (4.21) 
l--* oo 
where E is any compact subset of C and II • II here includes any matrix norm. 
Remarks (i) The proof uses a matrix representation of a complex Clifford algebra generated by 
d orthogonal vectors rather than 2d + 1 vectors, as in Section 1. The vector inverses [26] used are 
compatible with (2.63). 
(ii) In contrast o the theorems of Section 2, f(z)  and co(z) are not necessarily real analytic in 
(4.16). The zeros of co(z) in (4.16) can be repeated, as in (2.43). 
(iii) Roberts' theorem [29] includes further results about convergence of pWkJ(z) as l --* oo. 
Eq. (4.20) implies that the nondiagonal component of qtt/kl(z) tend to zero as l~  oo. Conse- 
quently, qV/kJ(z) is a matrix polynomial of degree k which, for large values of l, is well approximated 
by its scalar part. This fact, and previous results, lead us to make 
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Conjecture 4.2. 
v- '  tr {qt,/kl(z)} = a~ + a/kl(z)/ag +~/~, 
v-  l tr {BWk1(z)} = a[~+k/k](z)/a[IA+k/k](o), 
for all l, k. 
The results (4.3), (4.4), (4.7) and (4.13) show that this conjecture is valid for k = 1, 2. 
There are a rapidly increasing number  of terms in the expansions of trt~/k~(z) and a[Yi/kl(z) for 
greater values of k. It would be very useful to have analogues of Frobenius identities or Kronecker 's  
a lgor i thm to calculate these polynomials  recursively. We pose 
Problem 4.3. Do there exist any useful recursion relations among the hybr id denominator  poly- 
nomials? 
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